A dual ELP-tagged split intein system for non-chromatographic recombinant protein purification.
Self-cleaving elastin-like protein (ELP) tags provide a very promising tool for recombinant protein purification. With this method, the target protein is purified by simple ELP-mediated precipitation steps, followed by self-cleavage and removal of the ELP tag. Unfortunately, however, inteins usually experience some level of pre-cleavage during protein expression, which can significantly decrease final yields. In this study, we solve this problem by splitting the intein into two ELP-tagged segments. Each segment is incapable of pre-cleavage alone, but the assembled segments release the target protein rapidly when assembled in vitro. The result is the very tight control of the tag cleaving reaction, combined with the simplicity of the ELP purification method. Using this system, we successfully purified four different sizes of target proteins with final yields comparable to or higher than our original contiguous intein-ELP system. Further, we demonstrate a streamlined split intein method, where cells expressing the tagged intein segments are combined prior to cell lysis, allowing the segments to be co-purified in a single reaction mixture.